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[03:29:58;19]   
Aerial view of Hamburger Hill with broken trees, smoldering ground 
 
[03:30:12;21]   
Aerial view craters, some roofs 
 
[03:30:21;06]   
Entrance to an underground bunker 
 
[03:30:33;00]   
zoom in on underground bunker 
 
[03:30:48;11]   
MS debris on ground 
 
[03:30:55;24]   
pan of broken tree limbs 
 
[03:31:06;09]    
zoom into cave in hill 
 
[03:31:24;05]   
pan of broken tree limbs 
 
[03:31:37;06]   
zoom into hole in ground 
 
[03:31:45;21]   
CU hole in ground 
 
[03:31:52;17]   
LS trees in FG, mountains in BG 
 
[03:31:57;25]  
ELS smoke on hillside 
 
[03:32:11;24]   
ELS smoke on hillside 
 



[03:32:21;19]   
MS soldiers with weapons sitting on ground, reading, talking 
 
[03:32:38;22]   
MCU soldier reading 
 
[03:32:45;27]   
MS tent 
 
[03:33:05;23]   
pile of shovels, bomb casing  
 
[03:33:23;00]  
ECU bomb casing 
 
[03:33:32;07]   
LS plane flying, dives 
 
[03:33:45;27]   
MS foxhole 
 
[03:33:51;25]   
MS soldiers looking through pile debris 
 
[03:34:02;18]   
MCU soldiers looking at binoculars 
 
[03:34:06;29]    
ECU weapon  
 
[03:34:18;08]   
MCU soldier looking at weapon  
 
[03:34:26;05]   
MCU two soldiers putting weapon together 
 
[03:34:36;14]   
ECU soldier 
 
[03:34:39;20]   
MCU soldier working with camera 
 
[03:34:47;14]   
ECU gun belt on ground 
 
[03:34:57;04]   



LS branches in FG, smoke in BG 
 
 [03:35:12;00]   
LS smoldering hillside 
 
[03:35:21;13]   
LS smoke on hillside 
 
[03:35:36;14]   
MS soldiers in group, one talking on phone 
 
[03:35:42;25]   
LS smoke on hillside 
 
[03:36:07;14]   
LS hillside 
 
[03:36:24;21]   
MS soldier wiping head with towel, pull out to reveal crater 
 
[03:36:35;22]   
LS helicopter 
 
[03:36:49;17]   
LS hillside with smoke 
 
[03:36:58;28]   
MLS soldiers climb hill 
 
[03:37:05;27]   
MS  soldiers climb hill, shake hands with soldiers standing on top of hill, 
 
[03:37:16;16]   
MLS hill with cave dug in side 
 
[03:37:25;09]   
MS soldiers marching up hill 
 
[03:37:30;10]   
MS soldier looking out, black smoke in BG 
 
[03:37:34;05]   
MS soldier with movie camera 
 
[03:37:41;23]   
MS soldier filming another soldier receiving a medal 



 
[03:37:46;27]   
MS soldier on phone 
 
[03:38:00;27]   
MCU soldier talking, another soldier on phone 
 
[03:38:03;10]   
MLS hill  
 
[03:38:11;09]   
LS plane flying 
 
[03:38:21;02]   
WS mountains 
 
[03:38:29;29]   
LS plane flying 
 
[03:38:38;28]   
MLS soldiers walking on crest of hill 
 
[03:38:40;27]   
LS smoke on hillside 
 
[03:38:51;22]   
LS plane flying 
 
[03:39:10;18]   
LS aerial shot of hill, zooms in to show tents 
 
[03:39:51;11]   
WS fields and mountains 
 
[03:40:02;28]   
LS valley 
 
[03:40:14;00]   
LS valley with bomb craters 
 
[03:40:23;22]   
LS valley with bomb craters 
 
[03:40:32;09]   
LS aerial shot of hill 
 



[03:40:42;15]   
MLS aerial shot of antennas on hillside 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


